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Bersa Thunder Instruction Manual. Have a look at the manual Bersa Thunder Instruction Manual
online for free. E-mail address. Remember login. Login or create new account. Add to
Favourites. View all the pages. Add page 11 to Favourites. Enable zoom. Slide 2. Rear sight 3.
Rear sight blade 4. Rear sight spring 5. Rear sight screw 6. Extractor 7. Extractor spring 8.
Extractor pin 9. Firing pin Firing pin spring Safety Safety spring Safety stop Slide catch spring
Slide catch Barrel pin Ejector Frame Slide stop Slide stop spring Disassembly bar Trigger
spring Trigger Trigger pin Firing pin stop spring Firing pin stop Grip pin Disconnector
Disconnector spring Magazine catch Magazine catch spring Magazine catch pin Hammer
Hammer spring guide Hammer spring Cocking piece Cocking piece pin Hammer release
Hammer pin Hammer release bush Hammer release pin Magazine safety Magazine safety spring
Magazine tube Feeder platform Feeder platform spring Magazine bottom holder Magazine
bottom Grip screw Add page 12 to Favourites. Shooting glasses will guard you against powder,
gas, carbon residue, lubricant, metallic particles or similar debris that may emanate
occasionally from any firearm in normal use Always make sure that anyone near you is also
wearing ear and eye protection. Safety mechanism: 1. Your firearm has an effective,
well-designed safety mechanism. No safety can guard you against horseplay, carelessness, or
improper use. It may become ineffective by break age or malfunction due to abusive use,
incorrect assembly, or unauthorized adjustments. While handling any firearm, never allow it to
point at any part of your body or at another person. No harm should result if you obey this rule,
even if an accidental discharge occurs. The safety mechanism should be on until you are
actually aiming at the target ready to shoot 4. When turning the safety ON or OFF, point the
muzzle in a safe direction and keep your finger off the trigger. Be sure to put the safety in the
correct position or it will not be effective. Some firearms have a red warning dot next to the
safety which should be totally covered when the safety is on. Do not carry the firearm loaded
without the safety on Double action revolvers and some double action pistols have an
automatic internal safety mechanism instead of a manual one. Add page 13 to Favourites. Be
sure the muzzle is pointing in a safe direction when loading the firearm 2. Do not load or unload
a firearm in a confined space such as a vehicle or building other than a well-constructed
shooting range. In an enclosed area there is not usually a safe direction in which to point the
firearm, and if accidentally fired, there is a great risk of causing personal injury or property
damage. Clean all oil and grease from the chamber before loading, and be sure nothing is
obstructing the barrel. Any obstruction in the barrel may cause the barrel to bulge or burst
when firing it, or otherwise damage the firearm or injure the shooter and bystanders. Firing: 1.
When cocking a firearm, keep your finger off the trigger and point the muzzle in a safe direction.
Never carry a cocked firearm around or leave it unattended! A cocked firearm will fire with the
slightest pressure on the trigger. If you fall or the firearm is dropped, or someone hits it, an acci
dental firing may occur. When firing a semi-automatic gun, keep your fingers, hand, face and all
other parts of your body away from the ejection port, or any other part of the slide or bolt when
it is moving. Be sure no one is standing where they may be struck by an empty cartridge case.
Ejected cases are hot and may cause burns, cuts or eye injuries if no eye protection is worn. Be
sure there is. Add page 14 to Favourites. And also be sure they will not bounce off a hard object
and hit someone. Then take the firearm and ammunition to your gunsmith. A loaded cartridge
case that becomes jammed in a semiautomatic gun between the slide or bolt and the barrel may
be removed as follows: Keep the muzzle pointed in a safe direction. First, remove the magazine,
and then pull the slide or bolt back. Hold it or lock it to the rear. Remove the jammed case by
shaking the firearm or pick it out with your fingers. Unloading: 1. Be sure the muzzle is pointed
in a safe direction. After removing the magazine, be sure to clear the chamber 3. Do not assume
a firearm is unloaded until you have visually checked it. Transporting and storing your firearm:
1. Always keep your firearm unloaded when transporting it to and from shooting activities. Store
firearms and ammunition separately, preferably locked and secured. Keep firearms and
ammunition out of reach of children, untrained individuals or careless, unauthorized adults. Add
page 15 to Favourites. Carrying a semi-automatic pistol with a cartridge in the chamber greatly
increases the chances of accidental firing. Doing so may only be justified in cases of clear and
present danger. For in stance, in cases of self-defense you may have to fire your pistol
instantly, however this is not recommended. The safest way to carry a loaded pistol is to have
the chamber empty. If you MUST carry a semi-automatic pistol with a cartridge in the chamber,
be sure the hammer is decocked. If your pistol has a hammer lowering lever, use this lever
instead of the trigger to lower the hammer. And also, if your pistol has a manual safety, always
leave it on when carrying the pistol with a cartridge in the chamber until the firearm is aimed at
the target ready to shoot. Ammunition: 1. Use high-quality, original, factory-manufactured
ammunition in your firearm. Never use ammunition that is wet, dirty, corroded or damaged.
Never oil or lubricate ammunition or let excess aerosol lubricants, preservatives, or cleaners

come into contact with cartridges. This may cause dangerous malfunction problems. Be sure
your ammunition has the proper caliber, which is engraved on the firearm. Do not use
ammunition of any other caliber. Reloading ammunition is a science. Improperly loaded
ammunition may cause severe damage to your firearm and serious injuries to both the shooter
and other individuals. Use ammunition approved by the U. Add page 16 to Favourites. This may
be caused by obstructions in the barrel, propellant powder overloads, or the use of incorrect,
wrongly assembled, dirty, corroded or damaged cartridges. Do not fire another bullet in the
obstructed barrel as this may damage the firearm and cause serious injury to both the shooter
and bystanders. Bullets lodged in the barrel may be caused by: -a cartridge loaded without
propellant powder, or with powder failing to ignite ignition of the cartridge primer without
powder will push the bullet out of the cartridge case, but it is usually not enough to eject the
bullet from the gun barrel. Add page 17 to Favourites. If a cartridge with a loose bullet is
removed from the chamber without being fired, the bullet may remain in the barrel. Putting
another cartridge in the chamber may push the first bullet further into the barrel. If you suspect
the bullet is obstructing the barrel, unload the firearm immediately and look through the bore.
Do not simply look inside the chamber as the bullet may be loaded further down the barrel
where it cannot be seen easily. Dislodge the bullet by tapping it with a cleaning rod. Then clean
any unburned powder grains in the chamber, mechanism and bore before firing again. If tapping
with a cleaning rod does not dislodge the bullet, it will be necessary to have a gunsmith remove
it. Dirty, corroded, oily, damaged or deformed cartridges may not be chambered completely, and
the cartridge case may burst when firing. Wipe any oil preservative from the chamber before
shooting and do not lubricate the car tridges. Lubricants interfere with the required friction
between the cartridge case and the cham ber wall. This causes stress similar to excessive
pressure. Do not spray gun care aerosol. Add page 18 to Favourites. Do not overspray.
Lubricants, especially aerosol sprays, may penetrate cartridge primers and cause the
ammunition to misfire. Some lubricants may get inside cartridge cases and prevent powder
from igniting. If only the primer ignites, the bullet may become lodged in the barrel. Firearm
care: 1. When your firearm is delivered it comes in a factory package and has a light coating of
protective grease and oil. Clear all this grease and oil from the bore and exposed mechanism
before loading. Double-check your firearm is unloaded before disassembling it for cleaning.
After cleaning, make sure you have not left a cleaning patch or any other obstruction in the bore
or chamber. Even though most gunsmiths are highly qualified to make the necessary repairs to
your firearm, the workmanship of any particular gunsmith, other than those in our Service
Department, is totally beyond our control. Unauthorized adjustments or parts replacement can
void your warranty. Add page 19 to Favourites. Service policy: Your firearm has been carefully
inspected and tested before being shipped to ensure it meets our specifications and standards.
If your firearm needs adjustments, refinishing or repairs, we highly recommend that you obtain
factory service from BERSA. If the Service Department feels your firearm may need factory
service, they will let you know and give you all the instructions for shipping the firearm
adequately. If the repairs needed are not covered by the warranty copy enclosed , we will send
you a quotation of the actual cost of the repairs, not an estimate. You must authorize all repairs.
No repairs will be made without your express approval. Add page 20 to Favourites. Federal
Licensed dealers may ship handguns via U. The Post Office confiscates hand guns mailed by
private individuals. Under Federal Law, you may return rifles by U. State and local gun laws vary
greatly. Consult your local prosecuting attorney about any laws in your area that may restrict
shipping or receiving firearms. Taking all these facts into account, we strongly recommend that
you send your firearm for repairs to our distributor through a Federal Licensed dealer. All
firearms must be sent out by prepaid shipment. Together with the firearm, enclose a letter
indicating the serial number, caliber and barrel length, and also the work that is needed or the
problem you have experienced with the firearm. Be specific. In addition, enclose copies of any
previous letters dealing with the repairs. There will be a minimum service charge for repair
works that is not covered by the warranty. Before shipping, double-check the. Bersa Thunder
Instruction Manual. Have a look at the manual Bersa Thunder Instruction Manual online for free.
E-mail address. Remember login. Login or create new account. Add to Favourites. View all the
pages. Add page 11 to Favourites. Enable zoom. Slide 2. Rear sight 3. Rear sight blade 4. Rear
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platform spring Magazine bottom holder Magazine bottom Grip screw Add page 12 to
Favourites. Shooting glasses will guard you against powder, gas, carbon residue, lubricant,
metallic particles or similar debris that may emanate occasionally from any firearm in normal
use Always make sure that anyone near you is also wearing ear and eye protection. Safety
mechanism: 1. Your firearm has an effective, well-designed safety mechanism. No safety can
guard you against horseplay, carelessness, or improper use. It may become ineffective by break
age or malfunction due to abusive use, incorrect assembly, or unauthorized adjustments. While
handling any firearm, never allow it to point at any part of your body or at another person. No
harm should result if you obey this rule, even if an accidental discharge occurs. The safety
mechanism should be on until you are actually aiming at the target ready to shoot 4. When
turning the safety ON or OFF, point the muzzle in a safe direction and keep your finger off the
trigger. Be sure to put the safety in the correct position or it will not be effective. Some firearms
have a red warning dot next to the safety which should be totally covered when the safety is on.
Do not carry the firearm loaded without the safety on Double action revolvers and some double
action pistols have an automatic internal safety mechanism instead of a manual one. Add page
13 to Favourites. Be sure the muzzle is pointing in a safe direction when loading the firearm 2.
Do not load or unload a firearm in a confined space such as a vehicle or building other than a
well-constructed shooting range. In an enclosed area there is not usually a safe direction in
which to point the firearm, and if accidentally fired, there is a great risk of causing personal
injury or property damage. Clean all oil and grease from the chamber before loading, and be
sure nothing is obstructing the barrel. Any obstruction in the barrel may cause the barrel to
bulge or burst when firing it, or otherwise damage the firearm or injure the shooter and
bystanders. Firing: 1. When cocking a firearm, keep your finger off the trigger and point the
muzzle in a safe direction. Never carry a cocked firearm around or leave it unattended! A cocked
firearm will fire with the slightest pressure on the trigger. If you fall or the firearm is dropped, or
someone hits it, an acci dental firing may occur. When firing a semi-automatic gun, keep your
fingers, hand, face and all other parts of your body away from the ejection port, or any other
part of the slide or bolt when it is moving. Be sure no one is standing where they may be struck
by an empty cartridge case. Ejected cases are hot and may cause burns, cuts or eye injuries if
no eye protection is worn. Be sure there is. Add page 14 to Favourites. And also be sure they
will not bounce off a hard object and hit someone. Then take the firearm and ammunition to
your gunsmith. A loaded cartridge case that becomes jammed in a semiautomatic gun between
the slide or bolt and the barrel may be removed as follows: Keep the muzzle pointed in a safe
direction. First, remove the magazine, and then pull the slide or bolt back. Hold it or lock it to
the rear. Remove the jammed case by shaking the firearm or pick it out with your fingers.
Unloading: 1. Be sure the muzzle is pointed in a safe direction. After removing the magazine, be
sure to clear the chamber 3. Do not assume a firearm is unloaded until you have visually
checked it. Transporting and storing your firearm: 1. Always keep your firearm unloaded when
transporting it to and from shooting activities. Store firearms and ammunition separately,
preferably locked and secured. Keep firearms and ammunition out of reach of children,
untrained individuals or careless, unauthorized adults. Add page 15 to Favourites. Carrying a
semi-automatic pistol with a cartridge in the chamber greatly increases the chances of
accidental firing. Doing so may only be justified in cases of clear and present danger. For in
stance, in cases of self-defense you may have to fire your pistol instantly, however this is not
recommended. The safest way to carry a loaded pistol is to have the chamber empty. If you
MUST carry a semi-automatic pistol with a cartridge in the chamber, be sure the hammer is
decocked. If your pistol has a hammer lowering lever, use this lever instead of the trigger to
lower the hammer. And also, if your pistol has a manual safety, always leave it on when carrying
the pistol with a cartridge in the chamber until the firearm is aimed at the target ready to shoot.
Ammunition: 1. Use high-quality, original, factory-manufactured ammunition in your firearm.
Never use ammunition that is wet, dirty, corroded or damaged. Never oil or lubricate
ammunition or let excess aerosol lubricants, preservatives, or cleaners come into contact with
cartridges. This may cause dangerous malfunction problems. Be sure your ammunition has the
proper caliber, which is engraved on the firearm. Do not use ammunition of any other caliber.
Reloading ammunition is a science. Improperly loaded ammunition may cause severe damage
to your firearm and serious injuries to both the shooter and other individuals. Use ammunition
approved by the U. Add page 16 to Favourites. This may be caused by obstructions in the
barrel, propellant powder overloads, or the use of incorrect, wrongly assembled, dirty, corroded
or damaged cartridges. Do not fire another bullet in the obstructed barrel as this may damage
the firearm and cause serious injury to both the shooter and bystanders. Bullets lodged in the
barrel may be caused by: -a cartridge loaded without propellant powder, or with powder failing
to ignite ignition of the cartridge primer without powder will push the bullet out of the cartridge

case, but it is usually not enough to eject the bullet from the gun barrel. Add page 17 to
Favourites. If a cartridge with a loose bullet is removed from the chamber without being fired,
the bullet may remain in the barrel. Putting another cartridge in the chamber may push the first
bullet further into the barrel. If you suspect the bullet is obstructing the barrel, unload the
firearm immediately and look through the bore. Do not simply look inside the chamber as the
bullet may be loaded further down the barrel where it cannot be seen easily. Dislodge the bullet
by tapping it with a cleaning rod. Then clean any unburned powder grains in the chamber,
mechanism and bore before firing again. If tapping with a cleaning rod does not dislodge the
bullet, it will be necessary to have a gunsmith remove it. Dirty, corroded, oily, damaged or
deformed cartridges may not be chambered completely, and the cartridge case may burst when
firing. Wipe any oil preservative from the chamber before shooting and do not lubricate the car
tridges. Lubricants interfere with the required friction between the cartridge case and the cham
ber wall. This causes stress similar to excessive pressure. Do not spray gun care aerosol. Add
page 18 to Favourites. Do not overspray. Lubricants, especially aerosol sprays, may penetrate
cartridge primers and cause the ammunition to misfire. Some lubricants may get inside
cartridge cases and prevent powder from igniting. If only the primer ignites, the bullet may
become lodged in the barrel. Firearm care: 1. When your firearm is delivered it comes in a
factory package and has a light coating of protective grease and oil. Clear all this grease and oil
from the bore and exposed mechanism before loading. Double-check your firearm is unloaded
before disassembling it for cleaning. After cleaning, make sure you have not left a cleaning
patch or any other obstruction in the bore or chamber. Even though most gunsmiths are highly
qualified to make the necessary repairs to your firearm, the workmanship of any particular
gunsmith, other than those in our Service Department, is totally beyond our control.
Unauthorized adjustments or parts replacement can void your warranty. Add page 19 to
Favourites. Service policy: Your firearm has been carefully inspected and tested before being
shipped to ensure it meets our specifications and standards. If your firearm needs adjustments,
refinishing or repairs, we highly recommend that you obtain factory service from BERSA. If the
Service Department feels your firearm may need factory service, they will let you know and give
you all the instructions for shipping the firearm adequately. If the repairs needed are not
covered by the warranty copy enclosed , we will send you a quotation of the actual cost of the
repairs, not an estimate. You must authorize all repairs. No repairs will be made without your
express approval. Add page 20 to Favourites. Federal Licensed dealers may ship handguns via
U. The Post Office confiscates hand guns mailed by private individuals. Under Federal Law, you
may return rifles by U. State and local gun laws vary greatly. Consult your local prosecuting
attorney about any laws in your area that may restrict shipping or receiving firearms. Taking all
these facts into account, we strongly recommend that you send your firearm for repairs to our
distributor through a Federal Licensed dealer. All firearms must be sent out by prepaid
shipment. Together with the firearm, enclose a letter indicating the serial number, caliber and
barrel length, and also the work that is needed or the problem you have experienced with the
firearm. Be specific. In addition, enclose copies of any previous letters dealing with the repairs.
There will be a minimum service charge for repair works that is not covered by the warranty.
Before shipping, double-check the. Please note - Pistol sights require professional installation
equipment. Improper installation can cause the product to misfunction or even damage the
product, making it non-returnable. We strongly advise consulting a gunsmith before purchasing
this product. S from OpticsPlanet today and you will appreciate the easy checkout process,
fantastic customer service, Free Shipping policy and information on easily tracking your order.
We want to ensure that making a return is as easy and hassle-free as possible! If for any reason
you decide that your purchase just isn't for you, simply return the item within 30 days of receipt
and we'll cover the cost of return shipping. Learn more about our Return Policy. Please enable
JavaScript in Your Browser JavaScript is not currently enabled in your browser and due to this
our site will not work as it should. While JavaScript is disabled, you will not be able to add items
to your cart or browse all product options. Our site is powered by industry leading security
standards for your protection. If possible, please enable JavaScript in your browser for the best
possible experience. If you cannot enable JavaScript or you are having technical difficulties,
please contact us â€” we are always here to help! Please Enable Your Browser's Cookies
Functionality Cookies are not currently enabled in your browser, and due to this the
functionality of our site will be severely restricted. Web browser based cookies allow us to
customize our site for you, save items in your cart, and provide you with a great experience
when shopping OpticsPlanet. Your privacy is important to us, and any personal information you
supply to us is kept strictly confidential. If you cannot enable cookies in your browser, please
contact us â€” we are always here to help! Unfortunately we are unable to offer our excellent
shopping experience without JavaScript. Please add " opticsplanet. Tap Tap to Zoom. Price

Drops! Save More with These Killer Deals. Prices have been cut drastically on this product as
part of a special offer. These prices are so low that there's no double-dipping with coupons or
any additional discounts, but you'll still get the best deal out there. This offer won't last long, so
don't miss out! See promotional details. Government Export Restriction This item may be
regulated for export by the U. Department of State or the U. Department of Commerce. Please
see our Export Policy prior to placing your order. S Gun Make Bersa. Gun Model Bersa Thunder
Color Black. Rear Sight Color Green. Gun Type Pistol. Height 0. Additional Features Rear Sight
Only. Add to Cart for Your Special Price. MPN: UPC: Universal Sight Installation Tool Bundle
Savings:. OP Bucks:. Add Both to Cart. Compare 0. Remove All. Use of our website s implies
understanding of our content disclaimer and privacy policy. Remember Me? What's New? Page
1 of 2 1 2 Last Jump to page: Results 1 to 10 of When I would chamber a new round and flip it
from safe to fire occasionally the trigger wouldn't work double action it would pull back and
make a click but the hammer would stay in place. I took the gun apart and cleaned it up best i
could and put it back together again and tried dry-firing. I found it would work double action
about 9 out of 10 times but the time it wouldn't work was the first time I found if I have an empty
mag with the chamber empty and I flip the safety from on to off to rack the slide the slide would
stick and I'd have to pull it back times before it would move all the way. It felt like the slide was
catching on something which was making it hard to pull. When I got it home I did a more
thorough cleaning and the slide is a bit easier now. I only ran about rounds through it so far I'm
minimum wage, can't go shooting often enough and it's probably not completely broken in yet
but you'd think this problem would have been apparent when I first shot it right? I suspect that
something is stopping the trigger from completely travelling forward but I can't take the gun
apart any further than the basic field strip shown in the manual I'm probably going to have to
send it to one of bersa's smithing locations Anyone else have a similar problem or ideas of what
it might be. BCM and Glock I think if they are to tight it can mess w
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refrigerator diagrams
ith the trigger. Make sure nothing has gotten under it and you can push it all the way flat. When
it goes all the way in you can feel a snap. I had some crud under mine and it did almost the
samething. Bersa said to try cleaning it and to push the bar in. It now works great. Originally
Posted by algoesfast. Try loosening the grip screws. Looking at it, it looks almost like the
hammer is allowed to fall just slightly too far when the gun is decocked, and the trigger won't
engage it. Maybe someone has an idea? It's a shame. I loved the gun, now I'm not sure I can
trust it anymore as a carry gun. Apparently they had gotten a bad batch of springs from the sub
contractor that makes the springs, BERSA knows about this problem, let them know that you
know. It's the shiny return spring under the trigger they are weak and some of them completely
broke. Page 1 of 2 1 2 Last Jump to page:. Bersa Thunder Plus. Bookmarks Bookmarks Digg
del. All times are GMT The time now is AM. All rights reserved.

